Paris Plus!
- for optional free time in Paris after Chez Vous!
After learning your way around this beautiful city during your intensive Chez Vous
or Sejour experience, you will be well-prepared to maximize further personal time
exploring Paris on your own. The Institute is pleased to offer an optional package of
services and resources for any summer student who would like to spend 2 personal days in
Paris beyond the program itself. “Paris Plus!” will provide you with an instant foundation
for enjoying nearly 2 full days exploring Paris at your own pace.
This “Paris Plus!” package includes . . .
• A “Later Return Date” on your airline ticket
• Room and breakfast for 2 nights in Paris
• Airport access and transportation for you (and your BAGS!)
• Metro Pass for 2 days of unlimited travel on metros AND
buses within Paris itself
• Museum Pass for 2 days of unlimited visits to more than 30
of the most popular museums and monuments in Paris
• Orientation to security and safety concerns
• An extensive orientation to the Paris metro and bus system,
saving you tons of time “figuring things out”
• Orientation to economical eating options in Paris during your 2 days
• A phone number for you to reach us should you need advice or assistance during your
extended personal stay

Total Cost just $359: Check this option on your Supplemental Services Form – we will include
this charge on your Supplemental Services invoice and take care of everything from there!
Notes . . .

a) Arriving Paris area by 10am of Day 1, departing Paris early morning on Day 3;
b) Lodging provided in a 2-star hotel or in a highly reputable youth hostel; JLI reserves the right to

choose and book lodging; you may also be rooming with other students or interns but only those
affiliated with JLI;
c) JLI staff in Normandy would be reachable by phone and available for help and advice (any
assistance requiring expense would need to be reimbursed).
d) The Institute’s Chez Vous program ends at 10am of your 1st optional day in Paris. This extended stay
option is not a program activity, and simply includes the services and resources that will help you to
maximize your own personal time in the city. And though we stand ready to help if needed, JLI is
not responsible or liable for you and your activities during this personal extended stay in France.

